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There was a signiﬁcant association between deaths with
low consciousness under treatment. Tuberculosis PCR was
positive in CSF of 23% patients.
Conclusion: TM is a disease resulting in signiﬁcant morbidity
and mortality. The decision to treat patients for TM is often
made empirically according to epidemiological and clinical
ﬁndings since delay in initiation of therapy results in poor
outcome.
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Objectives: To evaluate the performance of FAST-
PlaqueTB™, phage-based test, for the rapid diagnosis
of Mycobacterium tuberculosis (TB) in individuals with
clinically suspected mycobacterial urinary tract infection
with no previous history of Anti Tuberculosis Treatment,
presenting at Sanjay Gandhi Post Graduate Institute of
Medical Sciences, Lucknow, India, a tertiary care hospital.
Methods: This comparative study between conventional
methods and rapid FAST-PlaqueTB™ assay was performed
for Urine samples of 50 patients with clinical suspicion
of tubercular etiology of Urinary tract infection of
immunocompromised patients [Diabetes mellitus (14),
AIDS (13), Renal transplant recipient (9), Malignancies (7),
End stage renal disease/Chronic renal failure (6),
Systemic lupus erythematosus (1)]. Microscopy (Ziehl-
Neelsen staining), Culture (Lowenstein Jensen Medium and
BACTEC medium), NAP test, in-house IS6110-based PCR and
FAST-PlaqueTB™ were performed.
Results: The sensitivity, speciﬁcity and overall accuracy
of Ziehl-Neelsen stain were 71.42%, 90.69% and 88%
respectively. The sensitivity, speciﬁcity and overall accuracy
of PCR were 80%, 100% and 98% respectively. The
sensitivity, speciﬁcity and overall accuracy of FAST-
PlaqueTB™ were 100%.
Conclusions: FAST-PlaqueTB™ is a rapid, manual test for
the diagnosis of Mycobacterium tuberculosis. This test
has signiﬁcantly higher sensitivity compared with smear
microscopy. The 100% sensitivity of FAST-PlaqueTB™ was
higher than that of the corresponding values for PCR (80%).
The FAST-PlaqueTB™ test is easy to perform, requires no
dedicated equipment, and results are read by eye within
48 hours. This test can be useful for the diagnosis of TB
in developing countries with a high incidence of TB where
other rapid diagnostic tests may not be appropriate. FAST-
PlaqueTB™ test shows promising performance for urinary
TB and could be chosen as the method of choice for rapid
diagnosis of urinary TB.
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Background: This study demonstrates the expression of
Mce3A-F proteins during in vivo and in vitro growth of
M. tuberculosis and their role in the internalization of this
pathogen by mammalian cells.
Methods: The mce3A-F were cloned, expressed, puriﬁed
and generated antibodies in rabbits. The puriﬁed Mce3A-F
proteins were tested for antibody reactivity in sera from TB
patients by WB and ELISA. The in vitro expression of Mce3A-F
proteins from mycobacterial subcellular samples and total
RNA was demonstrated by using anti-Mce3 antibodies and
RT-PCR, respectively. Fluorescent beads coated with Mce3
preparations were used to study their uptake by HeLa cells
using FCM, ﬂuorescence and electron microscopy.
Results: Majority of the sera of TB patients reacted
with Mce3A/E compared to healthy subjects. The mRNA
for mce3A-F was detected by RT-PCR and anti-Mce3A-F
antibodies reacted with Mce3A-F in the cell wall fraction of
in vitro-grown M. tuberculosis cells. Interestingly, Mce3A/E-
coated beads were abundantly associated with HeLa cells
by FCM. TEM conﬁrmed the internalization of beads coated
with Mce3A/E.
Conclusions: This study showed that Mce3A-F are expressed
during natural human infection and in vitro growth of
M. tuberculosis. The internalization of Mce3A/E coated-
beads by HeLa cells indicates the pathogen interaction with
mammalian cells.
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In recent years, Biomathematics has become the main
important trend of research direction which has applied
to the epidemic models of disease mechanism, spreading
regulation, and strategy of disease preventing in the ﬁeld
of medical and public health. The paper will apply Liapunov
stability function to construct a dynamic mathematics
models for tuberculosis and to meet the above-mentioned
TB disease mechanism, spreading regulation, and strategy
of disease preventing in the medical ﬁeld.
The theory of Liapunov stability function is a general
rule and method to examine and determine the stability
characteristics of a dynamic system. In order to simulate
the transmissions of vector-borne diseases and discuss the
related health policies effects on vector-borne diseases, we
combine the multi-agent-based system, social network, and
compartmental model to develop an epidemic simulation
model. In the identity level, we use the multi-agent-based
system and the mirror identity concept to describe identities
with social network features such as daily visits, long-
distance movement, high degree of clustering, low degree of
separation, and local clustering. The research will analyze
the complex dynamic mathematic model of tuberculosis
epidemic and determine its stability property by using the
popular Matlab/Simulink software and relative software
packages. Facing to the currently TB epidemic situation,
in this project we will investgate the development of TB
and its developing trend throught constructing the dynamic
biomathematics system model of TB. After we simulated
the development of epidemic situation with the solution
of SIMR epidemic model, we will come up a good plan to
control epidemic situation to analyze the parameter values
of model that inﬂuence epidemic situation evolved.
We will try to ﬁnd the quarantining parameters wich are
the most important factors to control epidemic situation, as
shown in the examples. The SICR epidemic model and the
results of experiment by numerical analysis may offer some
prevention with reference to control epidemic situation of
Tuberculosis.
